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PAPER MACHE 
FRIEZES

Decorative Marble Sculptures 
from Ancient Greece and Rome



□  8.5 x 11 white photocopy paper
□  mixing bowl
□  1 cup of warm water
□  fork
□  1/4 cup of all purpose flour
□  pinch (1/4 tsp) of salt
□  empty cereal box
□  scissors
□  pencil
□  water color paint or markers

EMPTY CEREAL BOX
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What is a FRIEZE (pronounced freeze)?

A frieze is a decorative band of marble 
sculptures that runs on top of an ancient 
pillar, temple, or other building. They were 
very common during the Ancient Greek and 
Roman times. Many were just decorations of 
flowers, but others told stories through pictures 
about great festivals, heroes, gods, and 
goddesses. 

This lesson’s focus is on the flowers decorating 
Ionic pillars at the Parthenon in Athens, 
Greece.

What is paper maché?

Paper maché is French for “chewed paper” 
and is made from shredded paper, water and 
flour. 

Today, you are going to make a frieze out of 
paper maché and paint it.
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Parthenon in Athens Greece (Photo by Irma Grant)
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1 Tear 5 - 8.5”x11” white 
photocopy pages 
into small pieces.

2 ADD 1 C warm water

Let stand OVERNIGHT
(24 hours)

3 With a fork, whisk the paper and water 
into a PULP
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4 Squeeze out excess 
water - the water will 
look milky white

Place the semi-dry 
pulp into a clean 
bowl

5 ADD 1/4 C of flour to 
the pulp. MIX with the 
fork

ADD a pinch (1/4 tsp) 
of salt. MIX

6 With your fingers, continue mixing and 
kneading the paper pulp into a soft 
ball. 

If TOO DRY, add a very small amount of water

If TOO WET, add a very small amount of  flour

7 Your paper 
pulp is ready 
for STEP 2
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1 Cut cereal box 
into 8” x 6” 
pieces

2 With a pencil, 
draw a simple 
flower on a piece 
of the cardboard 
from the previous 
step. I picked 
a flower with a 
heart. 

3 Pick up a little bit of paper maché 
and roll it between both your hands 
into a cylinder. Place it on top of 
one of the petals drawn on the 
cardboard. 

Keep adding more petals; until all 
pedals are covered with paper 
maché.
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5 Add a circle in the middle, covering 
all the petals.

6 Add a heart on top of the center 
circle. 

LET DRY! 
(This  could take 24 - 48 hours).
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1 Cut cereal box 
into 8” x 6” 
pieces

2 With a pencil, 
draw a flower 
frieze on a piece 
of cardboard 
from the previous 
step. 

Use the example 
as a guide.

3 Pick up a little bit of paper maché 
and roll it between both your hands 
into a cylinder. Place it on top of 
the middle petal. 

Keep adding more petals; until all 
are covered with paper maché.
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5

6

7 LET DRY!

(This can take 24 - 48 hours)
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1 I use water 
color paint, but 
markers work too.

2 Make sure your frieze flower has 
completely dried - it should feel as 
hard as a rock.

(Optional - Any loose parts can be 
glued to the cardboard with Elmer’s 
Glue)

3 Start painting
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5 Add color to the background too.

If you like, 
take a photograph 

and email it to

irmawgrant@gmail.com

I will add your frieze to my website

Let dry!

6 Here is an example of a flower 
frieze colored with markers. It takes 
longer to color but produces a nice 
‘crackle’ effect. 
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